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Name: __________________________________________ EVEN Period: ____________ 

Week: 8–9 Dates: 10/5–10/16 Unit: Earthquakes 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Assignment Your Score Total Points 
Possible

Good to Know Vocabulary Words And Frayer Vocab 40

Earthquakes and Plate Tectonics Notes 40

Recording Earthquakes Notes 60

Earths Interior Worksheets 40

Locating an Earthquake Lab 40

Virtual Earthquake Webquest 40

Earthquake Study Guide 40

TOTAL 300

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

5 O 6 E 
*Vocabulary 
*Frayer Vocab 
*Earthquakes 
and Plate 
Tectonics Notes

7 O 8 E 
*Recording 
Earthquakes 
Notes 
*Locating an 
Earthquake Lab 

9 O 
*Minimum Day 
*Homecoming FB 
Game 

12 No School  13 E 
*Earths Interior 
Worksheets 
*Study Guide 
*O/C Ceremonies 
Presentation

14 O 
*GLC 

15 E 
*Unit Quiz 
*Packet Due 
*Virtual Earthquake 
Webquest

16 O 
*1st Qrtr Ends 
*Late/Absent work 
due by 2pm 

Ag Earth Science Fact of the Week

The most powerful earthquake ever recorded on Earth was in Valdivia, Chile. Occurring in 
1960, it had a magnitude of 9.5.

Goal for this Unit

Write a goal for your academic performance on this unit (test score, packet score, study habits etc)



Good to Know Vocabulary Words
Word Definition

Focus

Epicenter

Aftershock

Seismograph

Seismogram

Surface Waves

P Wave

S Wave

Magnitude

Fault

Foreshock

Mantle

Inner Core
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Earthquake

Elastic Rebound 
Theory

How would you describe this vocab word?

How would you describe this vocab word?

What are 3 high quality non-examples that 
clarify your understanding?

What are 3 high quality non-examples that 
clarify your understanding?



Earthquakes and Plate Tectonics
Cue Column

(titles, vocab, big ideas, 
test questions)

Earthquakes and Plate Tectonics
Pages 218-221
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Cue Column
(titles, vocab, big ideas, 

test questions)

Earthquakes and Plate Tectonics
Pages 218-221
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Summary
(briefly describe the main concepts, major points)

Cue Column
(titles, vocab, big ideas, 

test questions)

Earthquakes and Plate Tectonics
Pages 218-221
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Recording Earthquakes
Cue Column

(titles, vocab, big ideas, 
test questions)

Recording Earthquakes
Pages 222-228
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Cue Column
(titles, vocab, big ideas, 

test questions)

Recording Earthquakes
Pages 222-228
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Summary
(briefly describe the main concepts, major points)

Cue Column
(titles, vocab, big ideas, 

test questions)

Recording Earthquakes
Pages 222-228
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Name ___________________________ Class ___________________ Date _____________

Chapter 8 Earthquakes and Earth’s Interior

This section describes Earth’s layers and their composition. 

Reading Strategy
Sequencing After you read, complete the sequence of layers in
Earth’s interior. For more information on this Reading Strategy, see the
Reading and Study Skills in the Skills and Reference Handbook at
the end of your textbook.

Layers Defined by Composition
1. Use the figure of Earth’s structure to write the letter(s) that

represents each of the following layers. 
mantle 
continental crust 
oceanic crust 
core 
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IPLS Pages
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Layers Defined by Physical Properties
2. Use the figure of Earth’s structure on the previous page to write

the letter that represents each of the following layers. 
inner core 
asthenosphere 
outer core 
lithosphere 

Match each description with its Earth layer.
Description Earth Layer

3. soft, weak rock near 
its melting point 

4. liquid iron-nickel alloy that
generates Earth’s magnetic field 

5. cool, rigid crust and 
uppermost mantle 

6. solid iron-nickel alloy 

Discovering Earth’s Layers
7. The boundary called the separates the crust

from the mantle. 

8. Is the following sentence true or false? Geologists concluded that
the outer core was liquid because P waves could not travel through
it. 

9. Why do P waves bend when they travel into the outer core from the 
mantle? 

Discovering Earth’s Composition
Match each composition with its Earth layer.

Composition Earth Layer

10. basaltic rock a. continental crust
11. granitic rock b. oceanic crust
12. similar to stony meteorites c. core
13. similar to metallic meteorites d. mantle

14. that collide with Earth provide evidence of
Earth’s inner composition.

15. Is the following sentence true or false? Until the late 1960s,
scientists had only seismic evidence they could use to determine
the composition of oceanic crust. 

Name ___________________________ Class ___________________ Date _____________

Chapter 8 Earthquakes and Earth’s Interior
©

 Pearson Education, Inc., publishing as Pearson Prentice Hall. All rights reserved.

Earth Science Guided Reading and Study Workbook ■ 62

IPLS Pages

a. asthenosphere
b. inner core
c. outer core
d. lithosphere
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Name ___________________________ Class ___________________ Date _____________

Chapter 8     Earthquakes and Earth’s Interior Exploration Lab
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Locating an Earthquake
The focus of an earthquake is the actual place
within Earth where the earthquake originates.
When locating an earthquake on a map, scientists
plot the epicenter, the point on Earth’s surface
directly above the focus. To locate an epicenter,
records from three different seismographs 
are needed.

Problem How can you determine the
location of an earthquake’s epicenter?

Materials
• drawing compass
• world map or atlas

Skills Measuring, Interpreting Maps,
Interpreting Graphs

Procedure  
1. The seismograms shown in Figure 1

recorded the same earthquake. Use 
the Travel-Time Graph to determine the
distance of each station from the epicenter.
Record your answers in the Data Table.

2. Refer to a world map or atlas for the
locations of the three seismic stations. Place
a small dot showing the location of each of
the three stations on the map in Figure 2.
Neatly label each city on the map.

3. On the map in Figure 2, use a drawing compass to draw a circle
around each of the three stations. The radius of the circle, in miles,
should be equal to each station’s distance from the epicenter. Use
the scale on the map to set the distance on the drawing compass for
each station. CAUTION: Use care when handling the drawing compass.

DATA TABLE

Earth Science Lab Manual ■ 183

New York Seattle Mexico City

Elapsed time between first P and first S waves 

Distance from epicenter in miles

9:00 UTC

New York, NY

(Time marks in minutes)

9:00 UTC

Seattle, WA

9:00 UTC

Mexico City, Mexico

Figure 1

HSES_1eTE_LM_ATE_C08EOC_QXD  8/27/04  9:47 AM  Page 183
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Name ___________________________ Class ___________________ Date _____________

©
 Pearson Education, Inc., publishing as Pearson Prentice Hall. All rights reserved.

Analyze and Conclude
1. Using Graphs How far from the

epicenter are the three cities located?

2. Calculating What would the
distances from the epicenter to the
cities be in kilometers?

3. Interpreting Maps What is the
approximate latitude and longitude
of the epicenter of the earthquake
that was recorded by the three
stations? Use the map in Figure 3.

4. Drawing Conclusions On the New
York seismogram, the first P wave
was recorded at 9:01 UTC. UTC is
the international standard on which most countries base their time.
At what time (UTC) did the earthquake actually occur? Explain.

Earth Science Lab Manual ■ 184
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Virtual Earthquake Webquest 

Purpose 
The purpose of this lab is to investigate earthquakes using the internet.  1

Procedure 
     Materials 

1. Internet Access 

Sequence of Steps 
1. Go to Internet Explorer and type in the following web address: http://

www.sciencecourseware.com 

2. Click on “Virtual Courseware for Earth & Environmental Sciences” (above the 

earth picture!) 

3. Now click on the word “Earthquake” (There is a red dot next to it.) 

4. Under “tutorials” click on “SP Lag Time”:  Click “Start” to review how S and P 

waves differ in their travel times.  When it is finished, close the website, and go 

on to the next assignment below. 

5. Next go to the website: http://www.sciencecourseware.com/VirtualEarthquake/

VQuakeExecute.html 

6. Read all of the information on the page about earthquakes and epicenters.  Then 

choose one of the four areas at the bottom for the seismogram and click “Submit 

Choice” 

7. Look at the map and then read the paragraph about how to measure the S-P 

interval.  (DON’T SKIP THIS… You will need to know how!!) 

8. Click on “View Seismograms” when you are finished reading 

9. For each Seismogram (graph) figure out the S-P interval and type your answer in 

the box below the seismogram 

10. When you finish typing all three S-P measurements, click “Convert S-P Interval” 

11. Read about determining earthquake distance, and then fill in the chart with the 

distances (use the graph to find the seconds that they give you and then figure 

out what the distance would be for those seconds) 

 (2008). Virtual Earthquake Webquest. Atwater High School Agriculture Department.1
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12. " When you fill in the chart, click on “Find Epicenter” 

13. If yours is not exactly right, click on “View True Epicenter” to see what it should 

have looked like (it compares yours with the real one!)  Print this page (Click on 
“File” and then “Print”) and write your name on it. (You will turn it in for a 
grade!) 

14. After you have printed the page, click on “Compute Richter Magnitude” 

15. READ the page and learn how to calculate the magnitude of an earthquake (You 

need to understand how to find the maximum amplitude of the S wave) 

16. Click “Go to Next Page” and learn how to read the Richter Scale on a Nomogram 

17. Click “Go to Next Page” and enter the Richter Magnitude (the S wave Amplitude) 

for each of the three seismograms that you had found 

18. When you enter all three, click “Submit to Nomogram” 

19. Use the three lines to find what your Richter Magnitude of the earthquake would 

be (see where the lines connect) and enter it in the box 

20. After your magnitude guess is entered, click “Confirm Magnitude” 

21. See if your magnitude was close to the magnitude found by scientists! 

22. " Complete the boxes on that page and then click “Get Certificate” to become an 

official virtual seismologist 

23. Print your certificate!!  (Put the arrow cursor over your certificate until the gray 

box comes up in the top left corner.  Then click on the picture of the printer.  Click 

on the word “print”) 

Congratulations! You are now a Certified Virtual Seismologist! 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Official Opening Closing Ceremony Script 

President:  (Taps gavel once, all officers sit except president; pause and tap the gavel twice) 
The Meeting room will come to order.  We are now holding a meeting of the Santa Ynez FFA Chapter.  
Mr. / Madam Vice-president, are all officers at their stations? 

Vice-President: (Rising and facing the president) 
I shall call the roll of officers, determine if they are at their stations and report back to you, Mr. / Madam 
President. 

(President takes a seat) 

Vice President: The Sentinel. 

Sentinel:  Stationed by the door. 

Vice-President: Your duties there? 

Sentinel: Through this door pass many friends of the FFA.  It is my duty to see that the door is open to 
our friends at all times and that they are welcome.  I care for the meeting room and paraphernalia.  I 
strive to keep the room comfortable and assist the president in maintaining order.  

Vice-President: The Reporter. 

Reporter:  The reporter is stationed by the flag. 

Vice-President: Why by the flag? 

Reporter: As the flag covers the United State of America, so I strive to inform the people in order that 
every man, woman and child may know that the FFA is a national organization that reaches from the 
state of Alaska to Puerto Rico and from the state of Maine to Hawaii. 

Vice-President: The Treasurer. 

Treasurer:  Stationed at the emblem of Washington. 

Vice-President: Your duties there? 

Treasurer:  I keep a record of receipts and disbursements just as Washington kept his farm accounts 
carefully and accurately.  I encourage thrift among the members and strive to build up our financial 
standing through savings and investments.  George Washington was better able to serve his country 
because he was financially independent.  

Vice-President:  The Secretary. 

Secretary:  Stationed by the ear of corn. 

Vice-President:  Your duties there? 
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Secretary:  I keep an accurate record of all meetings and correspond with other secretaries wherever 
corn is grown and FFA members meet. 
Mr. / Madam Vice-president, why do you keep a plow at your station? 

Vice-President:  The plow is the symbol of labor and tillage of the soil.  Without labor, neither 
knowledge nor wisdom can accomplish much.  My duties require me to assist at all times in directing 
the work of our organization.  I preside over meetings in the absence of our president, whose place is 
beneath the rising sun. 

Secretary:  Why is the President so stationed? 

Vice-President:  The rising sun is the token of a new era in agriculture.  If we will follow the leadership 
of our president, we shall be led out of the darkness of selfishness and into the glorious sunlight of 
brotherhood and cooperation.  Mr. / Madam President, all officers are at their stations. 

President:  (Rises and faces vice-president) Thank you, Mr. / Madam Vice-president.   
(All sit at the tap of gavel except the secretary) 
The Secretary will call the roll of members.   

Secretary:  There are numerous members and numerous guests present, Mr. / Madam President. 

President: Thank you, (secretary sits down) FFA members why are we here? 
(Tap gavel 3 times, all officers stand) 

All officers in unisons: To practice brotherhood, honor agricultural opportunities and responsibilities, 
and develop those qualities of leadership, which an FFA member should possess. 

President:  (taps gavel 1 time, all officers are seated) May we accomplish our purposes.  I now declare 
this meeting of the Santa Ynez FFA Chapter duly open for the transaction of business, or attention to any 
matters which may properly be presented.   

(Pause for a moment, before beginning closing ceremony) 

President:  Mr. / Madam Secretary, (secretary stands and looks at the president) do you have a record of 
any further business which should now be transacted? 

Secretary:  I have none, Mr. / Madam President.  (Secretary sits) 

President:  Does any member know of any new or unfinished business, which should properly come 
before this meeting? 

We are about to adjourn this meeting of the Santa Ynez FFA Chapter.  As we mingle with others, let us 
be diligent in labor, just in our dealings, courteous to everyone, and above all, honest and fair in the 
game of life. 

I now declare this meeting adjourned. 
(Tap gavel 1 time) 
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Earthquake Study Guide 
Directions: Answer the questions in complete sentences or phrases on a separate sheet of 
paper. Attach pages to packet when done.

When friction prevents the rocks on either side of a fault from moving past each other, the fault is said 
to be 

The place where slippage first occurs (below the surface) is called an earthquake’s 

Geologists use the elastic rebound theory to explain 

Which of the following best describes aftershocks? 

Deep-focus earthquakes usually occur in areas in which one plate 

Which of the following generally causes the most damage? 

The force that can change the size and shape of rocks is called 

Most earthquakes occur along or near the edges of the 

The Pacific Ring of Fire is an earthquake zone that forms a ring around 

Which type of seismic wave travels the fastest? 

Which type of seismic wave causes rock particles to move together and apart in the same direction 
as the wave is moving? 

S waves can travel only through 

What generally causes the most damage during an earthquake? 

What is the minimum number of seismograph stations a scientist must have data from in order to 
locate the epicenter of an earthquake? (HINT: You did this in a lab!) 

If a seismograph station detects S waves shortly after it detects P waves, then the earthquake was 

A major earthquake has a magnitude of 

To determine how far away from a seismograph station an earthquake occurred, scientists plot the 
difference in arrival times between 

The magnitude of an earthquake is a direct measure of 

The point that indicates the epicenter of the earthquake in the diagram is 

A group of interconnected faults is called a(n) 

The fault extending along much of the length of California is called the  

Seismic waves that can penetrate the liquid part of the earth’s core are called 

The last waves to be recorded by a seismograph are the 

Scientists plot three intersecting circles to locate an earthquake’s 

The amount of energy released by an earthquake is also known as its
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